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Samsung Tools V2.3.0/27.7 - Support All SM-G930New for year is direct unlock.- support SM-G930T(Direct unlock, Flashing, Read/Wrrite/Reset EFS, Read*/Write CERT, write NV data) - first in
the world Samsung Tools V2.3.0/27.7 - Support All SM-T530, SM-T530S, SM-T530P- support SM-T530G(Direct unlock, Flashing, Read/Wrrite/Reset EFS, Read*/Write CERT, write NV data) - first in
the world Samsung Tools V2.3.0/27.7 - Support All SM-T580, SM-T580A, SM-T580AC, SM-T580B, SM-T580D(Direct unlock, Flashing, Read/Wrrite/Reset EFS, Read*/Write CERT, write NV data) -
first in the world September 14Z3X-BOX Samsung Update. Samsung Tool PRO 22.3New function added:- Read and Write SEC for quacomm MSM based phones -this function added becouse EFS
on qualcomm phones do not contain security, so if you reset msl or write cert and want save security, use this function- Read SPC/MSL code for CDMA phones (SM-G900P, SM-G925P, SM-
N900P, SM-G900V...)- Read codes without root for Android SPD phones(SM-G531H, GT-i9060c, GT-i9060i, GT-D5310i, GT-S5310l, SM-G110*,SM-G130*,SM-G316*,SM-G313*,SM-G318*,SM-
G350*,SM-G355*)New phones added:- support GT-S5611V (Flash, Unlock, Read codes, Read/Write NV, Repair)- support SM-G530W (Flash, Unlock (old and new security), Read/Write/Reset EFS,
Read/Write QCN, Write CERT, reset MSL, wipe NVM, Activate diag, Reboot to Download/Recovery) - first in the world- support SM-N915W8 (Flash, Unlock (root), Read/Write/Reset EFS,
Read/Write QCN, Write CERT, reset MSL, wipe NVM, Activate diag, Reboot to Download/Recovery)- support SM-N910T2 (Flash, Unlock (root), Read/Write/Reset EFS, Read/Write QCN, Write CERT,
reset MSL, wipe NVM, Activate diag, reboot to download/recovery) - first in the world- support SM-N910T3 (Flash, Unlock (root), Read/Write/Reset EFS, Read/Write QCN, Write CERT, reset MSL,
wipe NVM, Activate diag, reboot to download/recovery) - first in the worldUnlock new security:- support GT-I9515 (unlock new security(need root ))- support GT-I9515L (unlock new
security(need root ))- support SM-G850W (unlock new security(need root ))- support SM-G870A (unlock new security(need root ))- support SM-G870F (unlock new security(need root ))- support
SM-G870W (unlock new security(need root ))- support SM-G928P (Flash, Domestic Unlock, Read/Write/Reset EFS, Read/Write QCN, reset MSL, wipe NVM, Reboot to Download/Recovery, Write
MEID cert) - first in the worldFixed:SW crashed while unlock some phones (A300FU, A500FU...)Fixed read CERT on not duos SPD phones unlock error J700F
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modustoolbox is designed to support a wide range of microcontroller targets, including infineon's arm-based processors (psoc arm cortex, xmc industrial microcontrollers, airoc wi-fi devices,
airoc bluetooth devices) and the infineon's usb-c power delivery microcontrollers. currently, modustoolbox supports the following infineon microcontrollers: infineon airoc wi-fi devices infineon

airoc bluetooth devices infineon psoc arm cortex microcontrollers infineon xmc industrial microcontrollers the modustoolbox build system is built to be easily extensible, allowing users to
customize it to meet their specific needs. currently, the build system is capable of generating visual studio 2010, eclipse, and xcode projects for the following microcontroller platforms: arm
cortex microcontrollers (armv7, armv6, armv5) xmc industrial microcontrollers (arm7/arm9, arm cortex, xmc32) airoc wi-fi devices (arm cortex, xmc32) airoc bluetooth devices (arm cortex,
xmc32) usb-c power delivery microcontrollers (arm cortex, armv7) the modustoolbox framework is based on the c programming language and available for download for windows, linux, and

mac os platforms. modustoolbox is an open-source project licensed under the gpl (gnu general public license) v3.0, and is distributed as source code under the mit (x11) license. the full list of
modustoolbox features can be found in the features wiki page. all of the modustoolbox tools are built with a modular architecture, making it easier to extend and maintain the modustoolbox

framework. 5ec8ef588b
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